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The invention relates in general to a passenger 
railroad car construction, particularly to the up 
per interior portion of such a car including the 
ceiling and adjacent parts, and the invention 
speci?cally relatesto a sleeping car and particu 
larly to the structural parts which outline the 
upper berth sections. More particularly located, . 
the invention relates to a sleeping vcar having an 
arched or turtle back type of roof and the inven 
tion herein particularly features the adaptation 
of this form of roof to conventional sleeping car 
constructions to provide an improved form of 
sleeping car. over the usual storied types while 
retaining as far as possible the advantages, in 
herent in standard constructions of known forms 
of sleeping cars and of known forms of turtle back 
car roof constructions. ' 

The primary object of the invention is to pro 
vide a simpli?ed form of passenger car, and par 
ticularly a passenger car’ of the sleeper.’ type, 
which will provide for greater usable space within 
the available cross sectional area permitted within 
the prescribed all-over dimensions of railroad cars 
and incidentally to provide a car more rugged but 
of less weight than similar conventional cars now 
constructed. ' ‘ 

The invention therefore features a space dis 
position and arrangement particularly in the ace 
quiring of additional head room above the space 
occupied by the passengers, so as to provide in' 
the case of chair carsthe highest possible ceiling 
disposition with increase involume of air space 
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adjacent the ceiling and in the case of sleeping . 
cars an increase in head room, particularly in the 
head room of the upper berths. _ > V 

- The invention has for another object incidental 
to the desire to provide for an e?‘icient utilization 
of the available space within the car, a disposi 
tion of service features such as conditioned air 
conduits, electric light and power lines, train line 
conduits and the like, hereinafter collectively re 
ferred to as service ?xtures, assembled in com 
pact form and arranged in an ‘out-of-the-way 
location, so as not to intrude in the passenger 
occupying space. I This object is attained in the 
instant case where a turtle back roof is employed 
by disposing such service ?xtures in the otherwise 
lost space at the crown portion of the arch roof, 
thus leaving maximum dimensions of clear spaces 
beneath the relatively lower outside curved por 
tions of the roof thus to provide maximum ver 
tical height to the passenger occupying portions 
of the car on opposite sides of the center aisle. ‘ 

' Another and‘ highly important aspect of the in 
vention isto provide, particularly in the case of 

in 
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the sleeping car embodiment of the invention, an 
artistic, neat form of ceiling and adjacent parts 
which will cooperate with the upper berth bunks 
when the latter are‘ in their elevated inoperative 
positions to form‘an artistic appearance to the 
upper interior portion of the car. > . 

Another object of the inventionlis to provide 
in the case of the sleeping-car arrangement an 
upper berth construction‘which will provide for 
greater privacy than is possible with present con- 10 
structions; to provide a sectional form of' ceiling 
which will provide a composite artistic ?nish to ' 
the upper portion of the aisle sides in both posi 
tions of the upper berth bunk; which will func 
tion to shut oii‘the glare from the ceiling aisle 15 
lights shining into the headroom of the upper 
berth in all positions of the ‘berth bunks, and 
particularly to shield the occupant of the upper 
berth from the aisle ceiling light or lamps. 
For these purposes the invention features in‘ 

addition to the aisle ceiling, a continuation there- ‘ 
of on. opposite sides and in each case comprising 
a swinging false ceiling or'rather a section of a 
ceiling, one for each compartment orberth sec 
tion and each having two operative positions, in 
one position forming a bridge member between \ 
the aisle ceiling and the adjacent elevated or‘ 
raised upper berth, and in the other position 
forming a light'and draft shield, as well as a ' 
ceiling portion, overlapping the outer edge of the 30 
berth bunks, upper or lower, when the associated 
section is. made up for night occupancy, . _ _ 

Various other objects and advantages of the 
invention will be in part obvious, from an‘ inspec 
tion of the accompanying drawings and in part 
will be ‘more fully set forth in the following par~ 
ticular ‘description of one form of car embodying 
the invention, and the invention also consists in 
certain new and novel features of'construction 
and combination of parts hereinafter set forth and 
claimed. ' " ‘ ‘ ' 

vIn the accompanying drawings; 
‘ Fig. 1' and Fig. 2 are each transverse, sectional 
views of the upper portion of a sleeping vcar taken 
through one of the upper ‘berth spaces, with some‘ 
of the parts shown in elevation and disclosing 
a preferred embodiment of the invention; thev 
showing in eachcase being substantially one half 
of the complete cross section of the ‘car, it being , 
understood that the other half is of symmetrical 
form therewith on the opposite side of the; longi 
tudinal medial plane of the car“ It will also be 
understood-that the lower portion of the, car not 
shown is of conventional design; Fig.1 showing :55 

5 . 
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the parts when in position with the upper berth 
bunk elevated into its raised, inoperative posi 
tion; and Fig. 2 showing the disposition of the 
parts when the upper berth bunk is lowered into 
its horizontally extending, lowered, operative po 
sition; and . I 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary detail sec: 
‘tion'al view taken on the line 3-—3' of Fig.2, look 
ing in the direction indicated by the arrows ‘and 
looking into one of the berth spaces adjacent one 
of its headboards. ' 
The drawings are intended to illustrate the ap-' _ , 

plication of the invention to a sleeping car of 
conventional construction including opposite car 
sides, one of which 10 is shown‘ and which also 
includes lower berth section indicated diagram 
matically at I I, an upper berth bunk l2 hingedly 
connected at l3‘ to the car side In; permanent 
head boards I4 and removable head boards l5, all 
as is usual and well known in sleeping car con 
structions. Distinguishing from these known 
constructions‘ is the utilization of an arched or 
turtle backed roof I 6 vdesigned to provide the 
advantages of such form of roof when applied 
to a sleeping car. The roof is of conventional 
construction including car lines I‘! secured at the 
ends by means of Z brackets I8 to the car sidesv 
Ill. The roof also includes’ canvascovered roof 
boards [9 and otherwise conforms ‘to approved 
practices in forming turtle backed roofs to known 
forms of passenger and freight cars. The known 
structural parts de?ne a central aisle 2D with 
spaces on opposite sides thereof to accommodate 
the passengers and which in the case of a chair 
car ‘or coach, will form seat spaces, or in the 
case of a sleeping car, will form a compartment 
or section when the upper berth bunk is-elevated 
to form asection, or will form an upper and lower 
berth space when the upper berth bunk is lowered 
as in ‘the case of the showing in Fig. 2. While the 
illustrated showing is that where the berths ex 
tend lengthwise of the car it ‘is. obvious that the 
inventionis adaptable at least 'in part or'with 

‘ obvious modi?cation to an arrangement in which 

and: metal covering sheets. 

the berths extend transversely of the car in which 
:case the car side it! would be a partition, both 
structures being hereinafter referred to as a ver 
tical support. It will also be appreciated that 
instead of a curtained space as herein shown the 
disclosure'may'be considered as applicable to a 
section'or compartment car with the aisle located 
on one side rather than in the center. 

~' Extending lengthwise of the car above the aisle‘ 
20‘ and below the central elevated crown portion 
22 of the roof is along box-like construction 23 
formed‘ of an outlining wooden'skeleton frame 

The frameincludes 
' r on each side thereof two longitudinally extending 

60 
girders 24 and .25, it being understood that cor 
responding girder forming members are symmet 
rically positioned on the opposite sides; ofthe 
central medial-plane of the car indicated by the 
center linen-4). The lower face of this box-like 
construction is formed of a slightly ‘curved al 
most ?at sheet of metal and forms a central fixed 
.aisle ceiling 26 de?ning the top of the aisle and 
I following conventional practices in extending 

~ .lengthwise of the car. Oppositelateral sides of 
,the long box construction 23 is de?ned by a long 
.sheet metalinside partition‘?! depending from 
vthe roof and secured therethrough by means of a 
flange 28 secured to the girder 24. - The parti 
tion 28 extends perpendicularly to the are of the 
curve of the roof so that it faces outwardly, that 
j‘istowards the adjacent car side, and at a Slight , 

2,004,898‘ 
angle downwardly into the head room 29 forming 
the upper portion of the berth space. ~ ' 
Within the box-like construction are positioned 

two long metallic conditioned air conduits 30 
spaced apart on opposite sides of the line (t-rb' 
to form ‘a central conduit containing space 3| 
therebetween. Within this space 3|‘ are posi 
tioned a train line conduit 32, a main line elec 
tric conduit 33 for supplying electric lights or 
other supplies, such as a conduit for supplying 
‘the aisle lamps 34, electric fans and the like. 
Between theconditioned air conduits 30 and the 
adjacent partition 21 is an outside passageway 
35 extending the‘length of the car, designed to 
contain conduits and other parts such as the 
'berth light conduit 36 and ‘which conduits and 
associated parts are referred to hereinafter col‘ 
l'ectively as service ?xtures. At the center of 
each berth ,length is an adjustable ventilator 
‘grill3'l opening into the headroorn29 and sup 
plied from the adjacent air conduitillthrough 
a laterally extending tubular outlet 38. The 
partition; 21 also provides a, support for other 
service ?xtures such as the berth light or lamp 
socket 39, supplied from the conduit 36.’ From ‘1 

my 

20 

this'construction. it is seen that the ventilator, " 
berth light and such service ?xtures are posi 
tioned high in the upper berthspace; are dis 
posed in an out-.Of-the-way position thus tending 
to free the berth space from inwardlyprojecting 
parts which would otherwisejtend to reduce the 
free available space. ' t ' 

,Hingedly supported from ‘the box-like’ con: 
.struction and hung from-therlower edge of the 
partition 21 is a transversely curved. ceiling por- ‘ 
tion or section 40 having a length. equal/to the ‘ 
length of a berth space and which section is 
sometimes hereinafter referred to as a false 
ceiling. This swinging ceiling '40 is secured at 
its upper edge to the} girder 25. bymeans of va. 
concealed .hinge 4!. This ceiling’is formed pri 
marilyof two spaced apart curved metal plates, 
an inner convex plate 42 and an outer concaved 
plate 43 with spacers 44 therebetween. The outer‘ 
plate 43 ‘conforms in‘ appearance to the ?xed 
ceiling 26 and has such curvature as will form 
a continuation of the ceiling when the ceiling 

so 
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section 40 is in its elevated position as shown in V 
'Fig. l. The ceiling “constitutes a gap-?lling 
bridge extending from the ?xed ceiling 26 to 'the 
'upper edge 45 of the ‘berth bunk l2 whenthe 
latter is' in its elevated position'ishown in Fig. 1. 
It is noted that inthis ?gurethe hinged ceiling 
4li-is in a relatively elevated position and is de 
signed to be swung therefrom into a relatively 
lowered position such as shown in.Fig.,2. Dif- - 
ferently expressed, the lower‘edge of the ceiling 
'40 is swung from a position, to! the outside of 
a vertical linev through the hing‘econn‘ection 4|, 
that is, towards the adjacent car'vside as shown 
in Fig. 1, into a positionon the ‘opposite ‘side of ‘ 
,this vertical line and into position overhanging 
.the outer edge portion of thelowered bunk’ l2 
and beyond ‘the plane of the outer edges 'of the 
removable head boards I5 as shown in Fig.2. 7 

60 

A curtain rod or. equivalent curtain or screen » 
supporting means 46. is supported from the inner. v 
‘or under side of the false ceiling 49 by means 
of hanging brackets 41 (see Fig. 3)., a wide 
,?ange 48 engaging the plate 42 adjacent its lower 
edge. > a . 

\ The hinged false ceiling '40 is movable to and 
fronr the two operative positions shown and is 
.locked selectively in either of vsuch positions by 
means ‘of: a control mechanism arranged so as to 
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be conveniently accessible t‘o'the operator. This 
mechanism includes alockingtoggle including 
'two links pivotally connected, with one link 49 ' 
pivoted to an anchor pivotf'éll secured tov the ad 
jacent permanent head board Hi. The other link 
forms an arm SI of a bell crank lever 52 having 

' a hub 53 at its crotchportion secured to a pro 
jecting end of the curtain rod by-means of a pin 
54. The. other arm 55 of the bell crank lever 
dependsbelow the curtain rod and hub and has ' 
pivoted thereto the upper end of a manually 
actuated strut or safety stanchion lit. The 
stanchion is pivoted on a pin 57 and is so arranged 
that it may be swung lengthwise of the car to 
engage in either a socket 58 carried by the ad~ 
jacent corner of the berth bunk l2, or it may 
engage in a ?xed socket 59 carried by the re 
movable head board 15 as hereinafter described. 
The strut is made of two telescopic sections, an 
upper tubular section 80 and a lower section El 
with a plug 52 in the upper section and a foot 
plug 63 in the lower section with a compression 
spring 64 therebetween tending to separate the 
sections and thus tending to project the lower 
section downwardly. The relative telescopic 
.movement of the sections is limited by means of 
a spring pressed stop button 55 engaging in a. 
slot 6% having a length just su?icient to permit 
the elongation of‘ the stanchion from the full 
to the dotted line positions shown in Fig. 3. 
‘A spring clip 61 is mounted. on the permanent 
head board M to receive the lower plugged end 
of the stanchion when the toggle control mech 
anism is ‘in the position shown in Fig. 1. ' 
The upper berth section is, lined with a sheet 

metal facing 69 which extends in a curve from 
the flange 28, underlapping and closely coniorm-' 
ing to the portion of the roof outline above the 

, same and extending downwardly along the inner 
face of the car side ill to the bottom of the upper 

The portion of this facing sheet 
which underlies the roof may be considered as 
a ?xed ceiling to» the berth section and thus forms 
a structural part of the roof construction. ‘ The 
vertically extending part of the facing may be 
considered as a structural part of the car side 'i ii. 
In operation and, assuming ?rst that the parts 

are. arranged as shown in Fig. 1 with the ‘upper 
berth elevatedand that it is desiredvto make up 
the upper berth, the‘ operator unlocks andlowers 
the bunk l2 conventionally; then by reaching 
into the upper berth space, he lifts ?rst one and 
then the other lower sections (H of the stanchions 
‘out of their associated ?xed spring clips 61 and 
thenvswings the lower ends of the stanchions to 
wards each other a distance suf?ciently far so 
that the operator may simultaneously grasp the 
lower ends of the stanchions with his two hands, 
simultaneously swinging both of the stanchions 
forwardly, that is, transversely of the length of 
the car and outwardly towards the center aisle, 
he pulls the false ceiling llil downwardly and out 

1 wardly from the position shown in Fig. 1, into the 
_ position shown in Fig. 2. As an incident of this 
movement the toggle links will‘ move from their 

_ bent, collapsed, former locking position shown in 
Fig. 1, into their straight, elongated, aligned lock- ‘ 
ing position shown in Fig. 2. It will be noted that 

> with the toggles elongated as in Fig. 2, the ceiling 
section 48 will be held. in position and unable 
to move therefrom until the toggle has been posi 
tively unlocked by breaking its joint. In the event 
.that the upper berth is not used after the false 
ceiling has been lowered, the berth bunk 12 may 

. be swung back into itsv elevated position as ‘shown 

in Fig. 1. ‘In this case the lower ends of each of 
the stanchions are set in the associated ?xed 
sockets 59v carried by theremovable ‘head boards 
indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 3. In the event ~ 
that the upper berth bunk is to be used the lower 
end of ‘the stanchion is located in the socket 58 
carried at the outer corners of the bunk l2 as 
shown in full lines in Fig. 3. ‘ In either case the 
tendency of the compression spring 64 is to pro 
iect and thus to maintain the lower end of the 
stanchion in bearing engagement in the socket, 
thus acting as a strut to maintain the ceiling and 
bunk in their vertically spaced apart relation as 

' shown in Fig. 2 but more importantly acting to 
prevent any accidental unlocking of the toggle. 
It is appreciated that the toggle cannot unlock 
unless the lower end of the stanchion is'moved 
inwardly, that is from the vertical position to 
wards the left of the showing in Fig. 2 in order 
to ‘break the toggle. - > 

> When itis desired to swing the ceiling section 
60 back into its initial position as shown in Fig. l, 
the lower section 5! of the stanchion is lifted ver 
ti'cally against the tension of its resisting’ spring 
until the lower end can be swiu'ig clear of its're 
taining socket either 58 or 59. Then, by a slight 
forward movement of the lower ends of the two 
stanchions that is a movement in a direction 
towards the aisle, the toggle joint is broken and 
the ceiling is free to swing downwardly from the 
elevated position shown in Fig. 2. The operator 
then reverses his direction of movement and 
swings the stanchions inwardly, past the dotted 
outline position shown in Fig. 2, and ?nally into 
the full line position shown in Fig. 1, afterwhich 
he resets the lower ends of the stanchions into 
the ?xed clips ill. The bunk i2 is "then elevated 
back into its raised inoperative locked position 
as is usual with such constructions. , < 

By means of a construction such as is herein 
illustrated it is possible to utilize a relativelyv 
light, highly reinforced, and comparatively inex 
pensive form of arch roof construction applied to 
sleeping cars with a resulting advantage in that 
ten to twelve inchescan be added to the‘ head 
room of the upper berth. and still‘keep within the 
vstandard height dimensions permitted to'sleep-v 
ing cars. Obviously this added ten or twelve inch 
‘clearance can be apportioned to the head room 
of both the upper and lower berth spaces thus in 
creasing both. This is a material advantage when 
it is considered that with present conventional 
form cars with their storied roof construction, it ' 
is impossible even for a short person to stand in 
the upper berth space and an additional foot of 
v‘vertical space without loss of present advantages 

' is highly desirable especially as it does not involve 
any material changes over known constructions 
of car roofs. ' 1 ‘ 

By employment of an arch roof to a sleeping 
car it is possible to otherwise economize in space, 
dispo'sitionior instance, ventilators, lamps and 
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other projecting parts'have been removed to a po- ' 
‘sition against the ceiling and into an outfof-the 
way position where they will offer the least ob 
struction 'to the use of the berth space. Differ 
ently expressed, the otherwise wasted space just 
below the crown portion of the roof is utilized 
without restricting the space necessary for aisle 
p1.u"pose.-".~.v The construction herein illustrated: 
provides for greater privacy to the berth occu 
pants than is possible with present sleeping car 
constructions. 
gested each occupant of an upper vberth has con 
trol of his own'ber'th ventilation with little if any 

In'the arrangement herein sug-' 
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' intrusion on thesimilar rights of the occupants of 
, other berths. In this, arrangement of berth con 
structions the privacy of the compartment is 
rendered more complete as the swinging ceiling 
section ?ts between the removable head board, 
thus rendering it impossible for an occupant to 

. see into an adjoining berth. The swinging ceil 
ingfeature provides a ?nished closure for the 

v usual‘ open space above the curtain of the upper 
berth. Incidentally this false ceiling reduces the 

_ necessary length of the curtain itself and replaces 
the upper portion of the curtain by a ?xed struc 
tural part of the car interior. The swinging ceil 
ing in either of its two operative positions looks 
like a ?xed, ?nished structural part of the car 
and tends to minimize the sleeping car appear 
ance ‘to’ the car interior whenused as a chair or 
parlor car. ~ 

One of the most important features of this dis 
closure is that the hinged ceiling effectively blocks 
any light from the aisle from shining over the 
top of the curtain rod intothe eyes of the occu 
pant of the upper berth. The swinging ceiling 
section also acts as a shield to prevent aisle drafts 
from coming in over the top of the curtain. By 

a such a construction it is possible to have a rela 
tively low ceiling over the aisle and this permits 

. the utilization of whatever space may be neces 
sary beneath the crown portion of the roof to 
accommodate a roof ventilating system, heat 
pipes, steam lines, electric conduits or any other 
service features. Locating the ventilating sys 
tern inthis way permits the elimination of'the 
usual side or root ventilators and permits the 
forming of the ceiling and outer side wall of the 
upper berth as a continuous, artistically appear 
ing metal facing free of projections of any kind. 

' This unbroken ceiling and interior wall facingfBS 

.40 
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incidentally permits the use of insulation back 
of the facing to avoid the cold wall which isso 
objectionable to occupants of an upper berth. 
In practice it is suggested that the ?xed ceil 

ing 26, the plate 43 and the underside of the 
berth bunk l2 be formed of the same artistic fin 
ish, metal or'other usual ?nishes, so that when 
the car is made up for day time travel,’ as shown‘ 

- in Fig. 1, a highly artistic and pleasing appear 
, ance can be given to the upper ceiling portion of 
the car.v This presents a pleasing means for cam 
ou?aging the appearance of the car so that it 
will not be too suggestive of being a sleeping car. 
The hinge section’ 40 may be utilized not only 

as forming part of the car ceiling as a whole as 
shown in Fig. 1, or as part of the ceiling for the 

A section as shown in Fig. 2, but also tends to form 
. a light re?ector. 

light from the aisle lamp 34 strikes the usual 
In the position shown in Fig. 1 

polished ceiling surface 25 and is re?ected down 
wardly. In this case light strikes the concaved 
plate43 from which it likewise is re?ected down 
ward, thus tending to attain the maximum ?oor 
illumination from the lamp 34. When the sec 
tion M) is swung into the position shown in Fig. 2, 
any light striking the curved plate 43 is more or 
less re?ected backwards toward the lamp and 
“adjacent portion of the ?xed ceiling 26, so that 
the false ceiling when so arranged has a tendency 

‘ to minimize the amout of light directed from the 
aisle lamp towards the ?oor thus tending to give 

'a' soft illumination to the car aisles during night 
travel. 
While there has been shown, described and 

pointed out in the annexed claims, certain novel 
featuresof the invention, it will be understood 
‘that various omissions, substitutions and changes 

sitions, and a curtain rod secured to 
vceiling adjacent its free edge. 1 . ‘ 
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in the form and‘details of the device‘ illustrated 
and in its operation may be made by those 
skilled in the art without departing from the 
spirit of the invention. ' _ * _ . ' 

I claim: ' ‘ 

1. A sleeping car, a curved multiple part con 
tinuous ceiling beneath and spaced from the roof 
to form a chamber therebetween, said ceiling 
including a ?xed aisle portion, the underside of ' 
an upper berth bunk and a bridge portion be-' 
tween the upper edge of the bunk when in ele 
vated position and the adjacent edge of the ?xed 
aisle portion. . . , 

2. A sleeping car provided with a hingedly 
mounted upper berth bunk, a centrally extend 
ing ?xed ceiling, a hingedly mounted false ceil 
ing extending‘. between the ?xed ceiling and the 
upper edge of the bunk when the bunk is in ele 
vated position, said false ceiling adapted to be 
swung downfrom said position'to locate its 
lower edge approximately above the outer ‘edge 
of the bunk when the bunk is in its lowered po 
sition, and means for securing the false ceil 
ing in both positions. 

3. A sleeping car provided with a hingedly' 
mounted upper berth bunk, a centrally extend 
ing ?xed ceiling, a hingedly mounted false ceil~ 
ing'extending between the ?xed ceilingand the 
upper edge of the bunk when the bunk is in 
elevated position, said false ceiling adapted to be 
swung down from said position to locate its lower‘ 
edge approximately above the outer edge of the 
bunk when the bunk is in'it's lowered position, 
means for securing the‘ false ‘ceiling in .both vpo 

4. A sleeping car construction comprising a 
turtle back roof, a car side supporting. one side 
edge of the roof, means coacting with the cen 
tral portion of the roof to form a longitudinally 
extending box-like construction with its upper 
side formed by the roof and itsunderside con 
stituting a ?xed aisle ceiling, spaced beneath the 
center of the roof an upper berth bunk hingedly 
supported from the car side, and a false ceiling 
having its upper edge hingedly supported from 
the box-like construction and coacting with the 
bunk when in elevated position to bridge the gap 
between the upper edge of the bunk and the 
box-like construction and forming an unbroken 
continuation of the ?xed ceiling. _ 

5. A sleeping car construction comprising a 
turtle back roof, a box-like construction extend 
ing longitudinally beneath the central 'medial 
portion of the roof,jservice features housed in 
said box-like construction, the bottom of said 
box-likeconstruction providing a ?xed aisle ceil 
ing, a false ceiling having its upper edge hinged 
to‘ the box-like construction and capable of 
swinging into two positions and'adapted in one 
‘of said positions to constitute a continuation of 
the ?xed ceiling, the space considered laterally 
between the outer curved side edge of the roof 
on the one side and the box-like construction 
together with the false ceiling on the other side 
forming upper berth’ head room extending up 
wardly to the roof. ‘ ' ' I 

6. A sleeping car including a car side, a roof, 
an enclosed space-forming construction extend 
ing longitudinally of" the car, beneath the lon 
gitudinal center of the roof and providing head 
room to one. side of the same and extending to 
the roof, service features housed in said con 
struction, a berth bunk hinged to the car ‘side 
and a false ceiling hinged to the said construe 

the false ‘ 
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tion, the underside of the false ceiling and the 
bunk when in elevated position coacting to‘ form 
an upper side ceiling to: the interior of the car 
and providing 'a closed ‘storage space between 
the same and the roof“ ‘ 

7. A sleeping car construction including. a 
hingedly mounted upper berth bunk, adepend 
ing false ceiling having its upper edge hingedly 
supported to turn about an axis of swing ex 
tending longitudinally of the car, said ceiling 

-having its lower swinging edge movable out 
wardly towards the center of the‘ car beyond a 
position beneath its'axis vof swing to form a light 
and draft shield and movable inwardly in a 
direction away from the center of the car and 
beyondai position-beneath its axis of swing to 
cooperate'with the bunk when in an elevated 
position to form an upper side ceiling.‘ 

8. A sleeping car construction comprising a 
car side, an arch roof curving laterally of the 
car length downwardly and ‘outwardly to the 
upper edge of the car. side, an upper berth bunk 
hingedly-connected to the car side, a two-part 
ceiling comprising a ?xed aisle portion and a 
swinging portion hingedly connected, said 
swinging portion ,movableinto twoupositions, and 
disposed when inan elevatedposition to form 
a bridge between the. ?xed. ceiling and upper 
edge ofthe bunk when said bunk is. elevated, 
and disposed when lowered from, its elevated 
position to form a ceiling above the outer edge 
portion of the lowered bunk and underlapping 
the adjacent portion of the ?xed ceiling. , 

9. A sleeping car. construction comprising a 
f"carside', anarch roof curving laterally of, the 
carlength downwardly and outwardly to the 
upper edge of. the car side, an upper berth bunk 
hingedlyv connectedto the car side, a _-two-_part 
ceiling comprising'a ?xeda-isle portion and a‘ 

saidv swinging portion hingedly connected, 
swinging portion movableinto two positions and 
disposed when in an elevated positiongto form 
a bridge between the ?xed ceiling and upper 
edge of the bunk when said bunk is elevated, 

---and,,disposed when lowered from its elevated 
“position to form-a ceiling above the outer edge 7} 
portion _-of the lowered bunk and underlappin'g 
theadjacentportion of the ?xed ceiling, and 
means for securingltheswinging portion in both . 
40f said positions. 

10. In a sleeping car, structural meansiwithin' 
the car iorming-anaisle or standing space and 
a compartment, an upper berth bunk hingedly 
mounted in said compartment, a ?xed’ceiling 
ifor thelaisle space, a member forming a bridge 
between the aisle ceiling and the bunk when said 
bunk is in itselevated closed position, and said 
aisle ceiling, bridge member. ‘and underside, of. 
the bunk having the .same ?nishand forming 
ya compound continuous curve to give an artistic 
appearance" to the upper portion of the car and 
to present a continuity of ceiling from side‘to 
sideyof the car when the bunk is’in elevated. 
closed position.‘ , . , 

11. In a sleeping car, structural means within 
the car forming an aisle or standing space and 
a compartment, an upper berthvbunk hingedly 
mountedin- said compartment, a ?xed ceiling 
for the aisle space, a member forming a bridge 
:;between the aisle ceiling and the bunk when 
vsaid in its elevated closed position, and 
said aisle ceiling, bridge member and underside 
of "the bunk forming a -compound continuous 
curve to give an artistic appearance ‘to the upper. 

agportion "of the car when the bunk is in its .ele-.. . 

{curtain and the ceiling. 

vated closed position, and means carried by the 
bridge‘ member. for supporting the upper. edge 
of . a berth curtain, ' and“ said bridge member 
forming a closure between the curtain support-f 
ing means and the aisle. ceiling thereby to avoid 
any open gap between the top of the curtain and 
the ceiling when the upper berth‘is in‘ itslow 
ered operating position.v . . . i 

12. In a sleeping car, structural means within 
the car forming an aisle‘ or standing space and 10.. 
a compartment, an upper berth bunk hingedly ' 
mounted. in said compartment, a ?xed ceiling for 
the aisle space, a member forming abridge “be 
tween the aisle ceiling and the bunk when-said 
bunk is in its elevated closed position, and said 
aisle ceiling. bridge member ‘and underside ofthe 
bunk forming a compound continuous curve to 
give an artistic appearance to the'upper portion 
of the car when the bunk is in its elevated closed 
position, and means carried by the bridge mem 

7 her for supporting the upper edge of a berth cur 
tain, said bridge member forming a‘ closure be, 

aisle ceiling thereby to avoid any open gap be 
tween the top of the curtain and the ceiling when 
the upper berth is in ‘its lowered operative‘ posi- ‘ 

15. 
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‘tween the curtain supporting means and the ' 

tion, and said bridge member being hingedly '. 
mounted and movable from a relatively elevated 
position when :forming a continuation ‘of the‘ 
elevated bunk into a relatively lower'position 
when forming a closure between the'top ‘of the 

13. In a sleeping car berth construction, the 
combination of a permanent head board, .a‘hinged 
false ceiling adapted to beswung to and‘ from 
two positions, an anchor pivot carried "by the 
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head board, a locking toggle comprising twolinks '7' 
pivotally connected, with one link .pivoted to the‘ ‘ 
anchor pivot and the other link‘ forming one arm" 40.‘. 

a manually actuated control means'including a: 
of a bell crank lever pivoted to ‘the ‘false. ceiling, 

stanchion pivoted to the other arm of they bell 
crank lever, a socket for receiving the lower, end " 
of the stanchion and coacting therewith to secure 

in one of its positions, and said, stanchion being " 
of two telescopic parts with a spring tending, 
tov separate the parts‘ and acting to force the 
lower end into the socket. ' ‘ ‘ 

roof, structural'means within the car forming a 
central aisle space and ‘compartments onopposite. 
vsides of said‘ aisle space, the ceilings at‘ the-top] 
of the compartments forming part of and,"c’on—‘ 
forming substantially to the contourof the ‘outer 1 
top surface of the portion of the roof above the 
same vwhereby all of the compartment spaces? 
considered vertically ‘between the floor and the 
roof can be utilized as such, such structural means ' 
including a ?xed structural ‘box-like hollow part 

bottom outlining the top of the central aisle space 
and forming the ceiling therefor and the sides ‘of’ 
said box-like’hollow part de?ning theinner sides 
of the top of both compartments ‘ 

15. In adevice of the class described, 

60 ' 

beneath thecrown portion of. the roof with its’ 

_ V thecom- .. 

bination of a swinging member having two pos'i- ,, > ' ' 

tions and forming part of ‘a berth construction, 
control and self-locking mechanisms 'for _;securin_g I 
the member selectively in eitherof its two. posi.~. 

. tions, . said mechanism includinga locking toggle,‘ 
and a manually actuated strut vfor actuating .sthe . 
toggle and a ?xed socket for securing the strut ' 
against. accidental movement.» 

the toggle in position locking the false ceiling 453'“ 

5.02‘ 14. A sleeping car provided with a turtle back . 
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. 16. In acar construction "provided with a ?xe‘d'v into the upper berth space for the service ?xtures. ‘f 
ceiling, the combination of a false ceiling de 
pending, from. the?xed ceilingand having its 
upper edge hingedly supported, an anchor pivot, 
a locking toggle between the false ceiling and the 
pivot for locking the false ceiling in one of two 

' pre?xed positions and means for releasing the 

10 i 

toggle to permit the ceiling to be swung into its 
other ‘position. . 

'17.. In a car construction, the combination of 
a ?xed, roof construction, a swinging member 
constituting javfalse ceiling, depending from said 
construction’ and hingedly supported therefrom 
and manually actuated control mechanism there 
for» including ‘toggle linkage for locking the 
swinging member in a- ?xed position. 
vi182 In a car construction, the combination of 

means forming an~enclosed space, a ceiling lamp 
positioned exteriorlyg-of- said space, said means 
including ahinged member located horizontally 
between the lamp and the head room of said 

' spaceto prevent light from the lamp shininginto 
said head room and means for swinging and se 
curing the hinged member in a plurality of light 
.shading positions. 

19., A sleeping car construction including a 
. turtle back roof, a hollow construction depend 
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ing from the crown portion ,of the roof and pro 
viding ‘spaces on opposite sides thereofforming 
“upper berth headrooms, just below the roof, con 
duits located in said construction, the roof being 
continuous from side to'side extending over said 
hollow construction and-free of openings there 
through. » , v 

2 20. A sleeping car construction including a 
turtle back roof, means within the car forming 

I .a central aisle .and passenger occupying space on 

40 

45. 
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opposite sides of the aisle, a central construction 
extending lengthwise of the car, depending from, 
"the crown portion of 'theroof de?ning the top 
of the aisle space andproviding spaces on oppo 
site sides thereof forming upper berth head 
rooms, above the'passeng'er occupying space, a 
central aisle light depending from said central 
‘construction and a light shield hinged to the cen 
tral construction depending therefrom in two ‘op 
erative positions and located in all operative po 
sitions thereof between the aisle light and each 
of said head rooms. . _ ; ~ ' - . 

,21. In a sleeping car construction, the combi 
nation of a hingedly mounted berth bunk, a ceil 
ing lamp offset from the berth space above the 
bunk‘when the bunk is in its lowered, operative 
position, a'swin'ging shield between the lamp and 
the head room of the berth space, said shield 
having two operative positions in both positions 
constituting a screen for preventing light from 
the lamp shining into. the head room of the berth 
space, in one of said positions forming a bridge 
between the ceiling and the elevated bunk and 
acting when in this position to re?ect light-from 
‘the lamp downwardlytowards the portion of the 

‘ ?oor beneath the lamp and in the other position 
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acting to re?ect light from the lamp upwardly 
towards‘the portion of the ceiling about thelamp. 

22. In a sleeping car,‘ the combination of a 
.roof ‘structure including a ?xed aisle ceiling and 
providing enclosed space above the ceiling to ac 
commodate light, air, heat, orv other‘ service ?x 
tures abovethe car aisle, a car upright, a berth 
bunk hingedly mounted on said upright, ‘the car 

' upright and the roof structure above the berth 
space being continuous and free of openings and 
avertically extending inside partition between 
the. roof ‘ and said ceiling provided with. outlets 

23.. A sleeping car provided‘ with'a turtle back 

aisle portion and a curved portion de?ning the 
top of the upper berth spaceand curving'down- . 
wardly from a position. above the aisle portion, 

‘roof, ,a ?xed ceiling .includingfa relatively low . 

an air conduit positioned between the aisle por; ‘ 
tion and the partof the roof above said portion‘, . " 
a vertically extending partition connecting the 
adjacent edges'of the aisle and curved portions 
and said partition provided with an air vent lead~ 

r1014 

ing from the air conduit and opening into the 5 
head room of theberth space above the 'level‘of-i- ' 
the aisle portion ceiling. ' _ 

24. A sleeping car provided with a turtle back I, 151,7 
completely closed roof, a ?xed ceiling including a ' 

relatively low aisle portion and a curved portion de?ning the top of the upper berth space and; 

curving downwardly from a position above the 
aisle portion, a vertically extending partition con-., 201i 
necting the adjacent edges of the aisle'and curved I 
portions‘ and. said partition provided ‘with service ‘ 
?xtures carried thereby and projecting therefrom " 
into the head room of the berth space above the - 
level of the aisle portion ceiling, and a shield de-. 
pending from and hingedly connected to the par 
tition, co-acting therewith ‘to de?ne one side of‘ 
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the berth space headroom and in all positions.‘ 
thereof and movable 
service ?xtures. ' , 

25. A sleepingv car provided with a turtle back 

without contacting with the 
.30 

roof, a. ?xed ceiling including a relatively low . 
aisle portion and a curved portion de?ning the top “ 
of the upper berth space andcurving‘downwardl'y 
from a position above the aisle portion, a partition 
connecting the adjacent edges of the aisle and 
curved portions and said partition provided with : 
service ?xtures ,carriedvby' the partition and ex 
posed to the head room of ‘the berth space above‘ . 
the level of the aisle portion ceiling, ,a shield de-. 
pending from the partition and co-acting there 
with to de?ne one side of the berth space head‘ 
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room, and means carried by the shield to sup- 1 
port a curtain or other berth closure. 

26. In a sleeping car, the combination’of a 
berth’ supporting upright, a ‘berth hingedly , 
mounted on the upright, a portion’ of ya roof in 
cluding a fixed, ceiling de?ning the top of the 
berth space, a ?xed partition depending‘from 5 
the ceiling and in transversely spaced relation to? 
‘the plane of the upright to form head room to 

50' 
the berth space and said partition provided‘ with ' 
?xtures secured thereto and 
into said head room. a 

27. A sleeping car provided with i’ structuralvv 
parts-including a turtleback roof free ‘of open 
ings therethrough, certain of said parts coaot'ing 

projecting therefrom 
55 

to form a central aisle and opposing compart 
ments on opposite sides of the aisle, another struc 
tural part located beneath the crown portion of 60‘ 
the roof, de?ning a relativelyflow ?xed ceiling for, ‘ 
the aisle and providing between ‘the aisle ceiling H 
and the raised crown portion of the roof vertical: " 
space to accommodate service?xtures and the i 
like and said compartments extending upwardly .65 
above the level ofthe aisle ceiling to the outer‘v 
curved portions of the roof to form head rooms 1 
on opposite sides of said other structural part 1 
located beneath the crown portion of the roof. 7 

28. In a carv construction, structural parts; 
forming a turtle back roof, acentral aisle be? 
neath the crown portion of the roof with oppos-p: 
ing passenger-occupying spaces on opposite sides" 
of the aisle and which spaces extend upwardly 
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to the roof to form head spaces just below the 
roof above the level of the top of the aisle, means 
forming a conduit extending lengthwise'of the 

I car and located in the raised space beneath the 
crown'portion of the roof, and said conduit pro 
vided with a laterally extending outlet leading 
into one of said head rooms. 

29. In a car construction, " structural parts 
forming a turtle back roof, parts forming a cen 
'tral aisle beneath the crown portion of the roof 
and forming opposing passenger-occupying spaces 
on opposite sides of the aisle and which spaces 
extend upwardly to the roof to form head rooms 
just below the roof, a conditioned air conduit 
located beneath the roof and‘ above the aisle, and 
a ventilator supplied from said conduit and open 
ing horizontally therefrom into one of said head 
rooms. 

30. In a sleeping car, a false ceiling hingedly 
mounted, and having two operative positions, 
manually actuated control mechanism for moving 
the ceiling selectively into either of said posi— 
tions, and said control mechanism including 
means for locking the ceiling in both of its op 
erative positions. ‘ - 

31. A sleeping car berth construction includ- v 
ing a permanent head board, the combination of 
a hinged false ceiling, a curtain rod carried there 
by, an anchor pivot carried by the head board, 
a locking toggle comprising two links pivotally 5 
connected, with one link pivoted to the anchor v 
pivot and the other link forming one arm of a 
bell-crank lever with a hub portion secured to the 
curtain rod, a stanchion having its upper end 
pivoted’to the other arm of the bell crank lever ‘ 
and means for securing the lower end of the 
stanchion thereby to secure the toggle in its 
locking position. ' 

32. In a device of the class described, the com 
bination of a berth curtain rod, means for mount 
ing the rod to swing into two positions, a ?xed 
anchor, a locking toggle comprising two links 
pivotally connected with one link pivoted to the 
anchor and the other secured to the curtain rod, 
and means for operating the toggle including 
a safety stanchion having its upper end pivoted to I 
the link which is secured to the ‘curtain rod, and 
a socket for receiving the lower end of‘ the 
stanchion. 
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